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SWIM is a semantic wiki for collaboratively building, editing and browsing math-
ematical knowledge represented in the structural markup language OMDOC. It has
been designed to enable groups of scientists to develop new mathematical theories in
OMDOC and to enable scholars to browse such a corpus. After a short introduction to
semantic wikis and their usefulness for mathematical knowledge, this article presents
the architecture and the user interface of the current SWIM prototype and outlines the
plans for developing its successor, an ontology-based platform for semantic scientific
services that exploit the knowledge and make it accessible to the user.

1 Motivation

Current collaborative projects for mathematical knowledge range from comprehensive encyclo-
pediæ like the mathematical sections of the free wiki-based encyclopedia Wikipedia [32] or the
courseware repository and content management system Connexions [3] to more special projects
like PlanetMath [13]. As new content can quickly and easily be created and linked, wikis are
also suitable for corporate knowledge management [17]—and for teams of scientists in a similar
way. In neither of the systems mentioned initially, the mathematical knowledge is represented in
a way that is suitable for re-use by services, though. Their pages are categorised and searchable in
full-text, and, in the case of Wikipedia or PlanetMath, formulæ are given in presentation-oriented
LATEX, which is insufficient for mathematical knowledge management (MKM): Imagine a wiki
page about the Pythagorean Theorem, given as a2 + b2 = c2. A search for the equivalent formula
x2 + y2 = z2 (or even c =

√
a2 + b2!) would not yield the theorem, neither could “all theo-

rems about triangles for which a proof exists” be searched for. Connexions, on the other hand,
could in principle solve the problem of formula search, as its formulæ are given in the structural
markup language Content MATHML [2], but it is not suitable for developing new mathematical
ideas: Its markup language CNXML [5] neither allows for defining additional symbols for Content
MATHML nor for grouping related symbols and axioms into formally structured theories instead
of just informal course modules.

2 State of the Art

The problem of retrieving mathematical statements by their type and their relations to other state-
ments is solved by semantic wikis—wikis that use semantic web technologies for knowledge rep-
resentation [29]: Pages and links are usually typed with terms from ontologies [23]. A proof of
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the Pythagorean Theorem could be put on a page typed as “Theorem”, for example, and its link to
the theorem itself could be typed as “proves”. The problem of searching formulæ can be solved
by structural semantic markup of scientific knowledge. OMDOC, a structural semantic markup
language for mathematics that extends Content MATHML and the similar, but more extensible
OPENMATH by a formalism for representing mathematical statements and theories [11], has many
applications in publishing, education, research, and data exchange [11, chap. 26]. The e-learning
environment ActiveMath [20], for example, can adapt the presentation of OMDOC-encoded learn-
ing objects according to the user’s preferences. The semantic search engine MathWebSearch [12]
harvests the web for Content MATHML and OPENMATH formulæ and allows for searching them
by their meaning, regardless of their presentation.

3 OMDoc in a Semantic Wiki—Meeting Users’ Needs

Semantic wikis as “community-authored knowledge models” [25] particularly support a collabo-
rative workflow of stepwise formalisation of knowledge, which KOHLHASE identified as essential
for MKM [11, chap. 4]—from human-readable text to a representation suitable for semantic web
services to a full formalisation that can be verified by a theorem prover. Having projected SWIM
as a Semantic Wiki for MKM based on the OMDOC format, the question arose: Who is willing
to participate in creating a huge collection of OMDOC-formatted knowledge?

In an open, collaborative environment, the workload of creating knowledge can be distributed
among many authors, but unlike the text formats used by common (semantic) wikis, OMDOC

makes the fine-grained semantic structure that is implicit in the text explicit in the markup, mak-
ing it tedious to author by hand. Moreover, only after a substantial initial investment (writing,
annotating and linking) on the author’s part, the community can benefit from added-value services
like the above-mentioned OMDOC applications. If author and beneficiary of such services were
different persons, though, only few persons would be willing to contribute to a knowledge base,
as every rational user would wait for the others to take action. This “author’s dilemma” can be
overcome when the authors themselves are motivated into action by “elaborate [. . . ] services for
the concrete situation” they are in [9, 10]. The related approach of instantly gratifying users for
their contributions inspired WikSAR, one of the first semantic wikis, which provides gratification
by instantly improving navigation: Not only are incoming and outgoing links displayed for each
page, grouped by their types, but also links to other semantically related pages are inferred [1].

4 User Interface and Interaction Model

After a survey of several semantic and non-semantic wikis with regard to their support of XML
and semantic web technologies and their extensibility, IkeWiki [25], a semantic wiki implemented
using Java Server Pages, was chosen as the base for SWIM [14]. The main classes for parsing a
wiki page from its XML representation, for representing a page in memory, for extracting semantic
relations from it into an RDF representation (see sect. 5), and for presenting a page to the human
viewer have been forked each into a generic base class with two subclasses: one for the traditional
wiki page format, which is still useful for creating text-only pages or link lists, and one new
subclass supporting OMDOC.

Editing OMDoc. So far, the XML source code of an OMDOC document can be edited in
SWIM; minimum feedback about its validity is given upon saving a page by displaying the exact
error message from the XML parser. Planned improvements to the editor are discussed in section 6.
The OMDOC syntax has been slightly adapted to the requirements of a wiki, which include easy
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linking and small pages. Small pages improve the effectivity of wiki usage, as they facilitate edit-
ing and re-use by linking and allow for a better overview through automatically generated index
pages or the list of recently changed pages. Link targets need not be full URI references, but they
can be abbreviated: A statement on a theory page can be referenced as theory#statement.
While OMDOC only allows statements that are not constitutive for a theory1 to live in their own
documents, the SWIM-extended OMDOC document model allows any kind of statement to be
rolled out to its own page.

Presenting OMDoc in SWiM. For presentation (see fig. 1), SWIM uses a slight adaptation
of the multi-level XSL Transformation workflow to XHTML+MathML that has earlier been de-
veloped for OMDOC [11, chap. 25.1]. The links from symbols in formulæ to their definitions,
which are generated by this transformation, improve the navigability of the wiki. Additionally,
a hyperlinked source view is available. It is particularly useful for browsing complex OMDOC

documents, as, so far, not all kinds of links between statements or theories have been mapped to
RDF triples and thus semantic links navigable in the wiki (see sect. 5).

Figure 1: A rendered page in the SWIM prototype

Exploiting Knowledge from OMDoc. IkeWiki, as most semantic wikis, considers each wiki
page to represent one real-world concept. As for OMDOC, I considered small theories2 and state-

1Symbols, definitions, and axioms are indispensable for the meaning of a theory (“constitutive”), but assertions, their
proofs, alternative definitions of concepts already defined, and examples are not.

2According to M. KOHLHASE, OMDOC advises to follow a “little theories approach”, where theories introduce as
few new concepts as possible. A theory may introduce more than one concept, if they are interdependent, e.g. to
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ments appropriate page-level concepts, but not sub-statement structures like proof steps, as the
latter would make it difficult to overlook complex statements3.

Relations between theories and statements can be expressed in OMDOC either through con-
tainment of child elements within parent elements—a theory can have statements as its children,
for example,—and via URI references—for instance, from an example element to the assertion or
definition it explains. To enable a semantic web application to reason on these relations and to
exploit them for navigation and interactive queries, the information about the concept instances
and their interrelations must be made accessible as RDF [16] subject–predicate–object triples (see
sect. 5). If such triples with the current page as subject (i. e. outgoing links) or object (i. e. in-
coming links) are available, they are displayed in a navigation box, grouped by type. This box is
regenerated on reloading a page, e. g. after editing, and thus offers instant gratification (see sect. 3).
The most recent version IkeWiki 1.99, which SWIM will soon be based on, can, moreover, render
the neighbourhood of the current page in the RDF graph.

5 Knowledge Representation

To obtain a vocabulary of page and link types that can be used to express RDF triples, OMDOC’s
three-layered model of representing knowledge (objects, statements, and theories) had to be for-
mally, explicitly specified in an ontology4. The ontology behind the OMDOC markup format,
specified in natural language in [11], defines which knowledge can be represented in OMDOC

and thereby approximates the general way of knowledge representation in mathematics. A subset
of this ontology has been explicitly modeled in OWL-DL [18] (see fig. 2): theories, a hierarchy
of several statement classes and generic transitive dependency and containment relations. The
former subsumes the transitive import relation between theories and several relations between
statements, where one statement further specifies another one—“symbol–has–definition”, “proof–
proves–assertion”, and “example–exemplifies–statement(s)”—; the latter subsumes, among others,
the containment relation between a statement and the home theory that fixes its context.
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Figure 2: Subset of the document ontology

Note that this ontology does not di-
rectly represent mathematical concepts.
Relations between the latter, such as “all
differentiable functions are continuous”,
cannot be expressed directly in OM-
DOC; as OMDOC captures how scien-
tists communicate about mathematics,
they must be wrapped into mathemat-
ical statements, but could nevertheless
be extracted if a DL representation is re-
quired5.

Given that, it remained to extract
those parts of the knowledge that could be represented in terms of that ontology from OMDOC

to a more explicit RDF representation; after all, the relevant knowledge is not available as sepa-

introduce the natural numbers via the Peano Axioms, we need to introduce the set of natural numbers, the number
zero and the successor function at the same time.

3Note that figure 1 shows a theory page containing several statements. This is, however, accomplished using OM-
DOC’s include mechanism. Actually, both the theory and the statements are stored in individual pages.

4Ontologies are formal, explicit specifications of a conceptualisation; they describe a specific domain and emerge as a
result of a shared understanding among experts in that domain. On the semantic web, the most common formalism
for ontologies is description logic (DL).

5The proof of this theorem about functions cannot be expressed in DL, though, as it requires higher-order logic. The
latter is, however, disliked on the semantic web, as it is not decidable.
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rate, handy annotation in OMDOC, but rather buried in the markup. For example, a mathematical
proof, marked up in OMDOC as <proof xml:id="py-proof" for="pythagoras">,
would be represented by the two RDF triples <py-proof, rdf:Type, om:Proof> and
<py-proof, om:proves, pythagoras>, terms from OMDOC’s ontology being prefixed
with om:. For the SWIM prototype, a simple RDF extraction procedure based on XPath ex-
pressions with a hard-coded mapping from XML elements to concepts of the ontology has been
implemented; it extracts information about the types of theories and statements as well as the links
between them. Currently, RDF is only extracted on page level, i. e., links whose either source or
target is not the top-level concept of a page—e. g. if the authors have not manually broken a theory
down into its statements—are not yet exploited for services like semantic navigation (see sect. 4).

6 Outlook: Integrating Services for Science

Over the next two years, several case studies about offering extended services for scientific collabo-
ration on top of the SWIM platform will be conducted. That includes adding support for scientific
markup languages other than OMDOC, as well as introducing an abstraction layer that serves as
an “operating system” for implementing ontology-based services inside SWIM and integrating
external ones [15].

Extension Towards Sciences. Our work group is concerned with a technology transfer of
the applications that exist for MKM (cf. sect. 2) to general scientific knowledge management.
OMDOC has already been successfully extended towards physics with only a few additions [6],
and a collaborative effort of merging markup languages for different sciences using the three-
layered knowledge representation of OMDOC is starting right now. Building on the work of these
researchers, who will identify common traits of knowledge across sciences—most likely including
the three-layer stack of objects/statements/theories as well as generic containment and dependency
relations—, one generic ontology, tentatively named “upper document ontology”6 here, will be
formalised in an appropriate language, like OWL-DL7.

Enticing researchers of multiple domains into SWIM requires making their preferred tools in-
teroperable with SWIM. The most obvious step towards this is an external editor interface for wiki
pages, as known from MediaWiki [31]. Concerning OMDOC, this enable SWIM users to benefit
from the Emacs mode for OMDOC [7], the visual editor Sentido [24]8, or the MATHEMATICA to
OMDOC converter [27], if the conversion back to MATHEMATICA is also implemented.

Service Interface and Planned Services. Current semantic wikis are not committed to
certain domain-specific ontologies. They usually allow for ad-hoc modeling new ontologies or
importing available ones [30], but there is no uniform ontology layer at their core. Therefore, they
mostly offer generic services based on the knowledge contained in their pages, such as semantic
navigation or search. Thanks to the document ontology and the knowledge extraction introduced
in sect. 5, the services planned for SWIM will be enabled to exploit, for example, the dependencies
among theories and statements.

6A variation on the term “upper ontology”, which the IEEE Standard Upper Ontology Working Group defines as an
ontology “limited to concepts that are meta, generic, abstract and philosophical, and therefore are general enough
to address (at a high level) a broad range of domain areas”; see http://suo.ieee.org/.

7A more formal definition of generic document ontologies is currently being developed by N. MÜLLER and A.
MAHNKE, members of our group.

8Sentido is implemented as an extension for the Mozilla browser, but as it is able to load or save local files, it can be
considered a stand-alone editor independent of SWIM.
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A use case for scientists is dependency maintenance: If a theory t builds on knowledge from
another, imported theory u that is still in development and a basic assumption in u is changed,
the author of t needs to be warned during editing. In the same setting, students can be sup-
ported: If a student is currently reading the page that contains t, a learning assistant could rec-
ommend him to study u first. Lightweight, straightforward solutions to these problems could
be directly implemented in SWIM, but integrating—via a web service interface—external com-
ponents specialised on certain tasks to the storage backend of SWIM and then providing an ad-
equate user interface for them in the GUI of SWIM is an option for more powerful solutions.
Candidates are the change management service locutor [22] for dependency maintenance, or
an adaptation of the course generator service of the e-learning environment ACTIVEMATH [19],
where learning prerequisites could partly be inferred via the dependency relations in the ontology.

<proof for="p_

partial-diff-eqn
proton
pythagoras

A generic service for editing assistance that can be improved
by ontological reasoning is auto-completion of link targets, as
shown on the right. Instead of naïvely suggesting all names of
pages starting with the letters typed so far, leading to overly
long lists and semantically invalid links, the semantic relation expressed by the link currently
edited should be looked up via the XML-to-ontology mapping, and the document ontology should
be queried for the range of that relation (here: “Proof –proves–?”), leading to the answer Assertion,
and then a list of all known instances (i. e. all pages) of that type starting with the respective letters
should be displayed9. Thus, the user interface offers less choices to the user, but only relevant ones,
and thus helps preventing mistakes during editing. After editing, better feedback about syntactical
validitity of the OMDOC code is necessary, and a validation of the semantic structure against the
ontology will also be investigated.

Note that there are also certain relevant services that are domain-specific or that do not rely on
the document ontology but on the page content: The formula search engine MathWebSearch [12]
will be instructed to index SWIM’s OPENMATH formulae—as the full-text search engine Lucene
currently does for mathematical vernacular—, and the search form and the search results page
offered by MathWebSearch will be integrated into SWIM’s user interface. Similarly, the LEC-
TORA engine for community-aware reading and browsing of mathematical documents [21] will be
connected to SWIM: It will steadily be fed with information about all users’ interactions (reading,
writing, annotating, setting preferences, . . . ) and, based on that, discover communities of practice.
According to a user’s community, e. g. specific presentations of mathematical symbols could then
be applied by SWIM. A long-term case study with LECTORA, SWIM, a course management
system and a discussion forum in the context of an introduction to computer science at Jacobs
University Bremen will be conducted from fall 2007 .

7 Related Work

SWIM was originally motivated by deficiencies in related collaborative systems like Wikipedia,
PlanetMath, and Connexions (see sect. 1). Certain recent improvements to these systems are re-
lated to SWIM: For MediaWiki, a semantic web extension has been developed [28], which aims
at being used in the MediaWiki -powered Wikipedia . se(ma)2wi [33] is a Wikipedia-independent
experiment with a Semantic MediaWiki fed with OMDOC-formatted mathematical knowledge
from ActiveMath. While the ActiveMath learning metadata are displayed in the wiki, most of the
structural semantics explicitly given in OMDOC is, however, lost during this import: The formulæ
are converted to presentational-only LATEX, and the links between wiki pages that represent math-
ematical statements, for example a link from a theorem to its proof, are not typed and therefore

9Auto-completion has first been investigated in the semantic wiki Kaukolu [8], but only on the RDF level in that case.
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cannot be exploited for semantic navigation. The automatic linking algorithm of PlanetMath ,
which uses natural language heuristics, is currently being generalised and modularised into an in-
dependent component. The plans for extending SWIM put higher emphasis on semi-automatically
assisting manual linking (see sect. 6) instead, as the links currently supported by SWIM do not
occur in mathematical vernacular but as formal annotations. The Connexions developers are
working on lenses—customised views on the content according to user/community preferences,
quality rankings, or trust considerations [4]—, a feature that has not been considered for SWIM
so far.

8 Conclusion

The architecture and user interface of SWIM, a collaborative environment for managing mathe-
matical knowledge, has been presented. The current prototype, based on IkeWiki but using the
OMDOC format for pages, provides the basic editing and browsing features of a semantic wiki.
Thanks to the underlying ontology, SWIM can consistently be extended to other sciences and
serve as an integrated platform for various services. Selected services will be implemented and
tested in case studies with scientists—including researchers and learners—to find out how to best
support scientific working and thinking with software tools.
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